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Let X1, X,, . . . be independent random variables, and set W, = max(0, W,_, c X,), W, = 0, 
n 3 1. The so-called cusum (cumulative. sum) procedure uses the first passage time T(h) = 
inf{n 2 I : W, b h} for detecting changes in the mean p of the process. It is shown that 
limh,,,O &Qh)/h = 1 if p> 0. Also, a cusum procedure for detecting changes in the normal mean 
is derived when the variance is unknown. An asymptotic approximation to the average run length is 
given. 
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1. Introduction 
Let &, 52, . . . be independent random variables with mean p which may change 
over time. The process &, 62, . . . is said to be in control if lu = 0 (use translation 
reduction & - JLO if the control mean p. # 0) and out of control if p > O. Let 6: = 6 - r, 
i = 1,2,. . . , S~=C~=151,S~=O,o,=max(0,~,-Y+~~),oo=O,n~1.Thecusum 
(cumulative sum) procedure of Page [8] signals a change in g at N = n where _N is 
defined by 
i 
inf{n~l:w,~h}=inf{n~l:S,- 
&z 
Om~n/k~h}, h>O, 
ss (1) 
+a, if no such n. 
The average run length (ARL) is definczd as the average sample number E,,N when 
&‘s have the same distribution with mean p. The constants (r, h) are chosen to 
minimize EJV subject to EON 2 y for a preassigned JJ and fixed p > 0. Approxima- 
tions to the ARL are known (cf. [6,9]). For the Kcopman-Darmois family of 
densities the cusum procedure (1) with an optimum (in a certain sense) choice of r is 
equivalent to a cusum procedure defined in terms of llikeli ratios (cf. [6]). In 
general 4~ is an approximate choice of r via Wiener process approximation (cf. [gf)* 
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In view of the definition of ARL function it is enough to consider iid sequence 
Xi, X2,. . . , and set W, = max(O, Wn_1 +X,), W0 = 0, Sn = Cy=, Xi, So = 0, n 2 1. 
Define 
T(h) = inf{n 3 1: W, 2 h}. (2) 
It is shown that lim h-+oo pET(h)f h = 1 if EX1 = p >O. An important problem of 
practical interest is the detection of changes in the normal mean when the variance c2 
is unknown. Unfortunately procedure (1) is not applicable due to the fact that EON 
depends on a and an h independent of u cannot satisfy EON 3 ‘y. In the literature 
there is no discussion of a cusum procedure with unknown 0. For the two-sided case 
(i.e. when the alternative is JL # 0) there is a brief discussion in [7] but no specific 
details are given. Motivated by the likelihood ratio approach (cf. [6]) we develop a 
cusum procedure in the case of unknown U. An asymptotic approximation to the 
ARL is given. 
2. Asymptotic behaviour of T(h) 
Let X1, X2, . . . be iid random variables, and assume that ElXll< 00 and EXI = 
p 2 0. Define 
M(h) = inf{n 2 1: S,, 2 h}. (3) 
It is well known that lim h+oo h-‘EM(h) = pa1 if p > 0. The main result of this section 
is to show that ET(h) has the same asymptotic behaviour. The following properties 
of the sequence { W,,, n 2 1) are of independent interest. Since S&z * p (as n + 00) 
by SLLN (strong law of large numbers), it is fairly easy to see that W&z _a.S. p. In 
fact, W, obeys the same exponential aw of large deviation if the moment generating 
function (mgf) 4(e) = E exp(BXi) is finite. First assume that p = 0. Chernoff [l] has 
shown that 
P(S,3na)sp”, OGp<l, a>0 (4) 
where p = infoB (exp(-a@)&(0)). Moreover, 
lim n-‘lOgP(S,~na)=lOgp. 
n+,oO 
To pass from Sn to Wn we use the well known fact [3, p. 1971 that the distribution of 
W;I is the same as that of Mn = max(O, Si, . . . , Sn) = maxo,k,, Sk, and thus 
(WZana)= (omjtxn Sk 2 nLu) GG 
(exp@&) aexp(na0) for some 1 s k G n), 0 >O. 
Since (f3p(esk), 9fk = 3(X1, . . . , Xk))kzrl is a positive submartingale for 8 > 0, 
oob’s submartingale inequality gives 
ana)< inf (exp(-na8)4”(8))q”, OsPCl. 
8>0 (3 
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5) combined with 
2 na) = log p. Moreover, from (5) we have 
(W~3naforsomen~m)9c~“, c=(l-p)-‘, 
leads 40 
so that W&z 3 0 with exponential rate. If p > 0, then for 6 > 1 we have 
(Wn3nt,&)= (Sk2nyLSforsome lsksn) 
GP(&-&2n&3-l)forsome lSkQz), 
and the preceding submartingale argument gives 
Thus Wn/n a’s* l p exponentially if p 3 0 and the mgf is finite. Similarly, one can 
show *hat Kolmogorov’s inequality holds for W, if only EX: c CQ. Howmer, 
W&r a.s. p under the minimal condition that ElXlI C 00 and EXI = p 2 0. 
P( W, 3 n@ for some n arn)S C p+O asm+oo. 
nam 
To prove the main result we need the following lemma whose elementary proof is 
omitted. 
Lemma 1. Let { Yn, n 3 1) be a sequence of random variables uch that Yn x*8 as 
n + 00 where 8 is a constant, and let (NJ be a sequence of stopping times such that 
N, * 00 as r + 00. Then YN, + 8 in probability. Moreover, if Nr is monotone increas- 
ing in r (i.e. Nr f +OO a.s.), then YN, aSs* ’ 8 as r + 00. 
Theorem 1. Let T(h) be defined by (2), and assume that EXI = TV >O. Then 
limb,, pET(h)/h = 1. 
Proof, Recall that T(h) = inf{n 2 1: Wn 2 h} and M(h) = inf{n 2 1: S, 2 h}. It is 
well known that pM(h)/h B.S. 1 and pEM(h)/h -, 1 as h + 00. Since T(h) s M(h), 
hence lim s~ph,~ pT(h)/h s 1 a.s. and 
limsup 
ccET(W < 1 
h+ao 
h - l (6) 
Next, the definition of T(h) gives 
Since WI/n 8.s. p and (h)T +oo a.s. with h, hence &T(h) =*&& and 
lim infh,, pT(h)/h 2 1 a.s. by Lemma 1. Thus limb+, FT(h)lh = 1 a.s. and 
(7) 
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Now let no = (h/g)( 1 - E) (E > 0) and assume without loss of generality that no is an 
integer. Clearly, 
ET(h)= f n (T < no) + noP( T 2 no). 
n=l 
Since E is arbitrary, using (7) it follows that 
lim inf ‘ET(h) W 1 
h+oo h -’ 
which combined with (6) proves the desired result. 
Here is an application. Let X1, Xz9 . . . be independent random variables governed 
by PO under control and governed by P1 # PO if the distribution of the process 
undergoes a change. Let f. and fl be the respective densities under PO and PI witoh 
respect to some a-finite measure cc, and set Zi = log(fi(Xi)lfo(Xi)), i = 1,2, . . o , 
Wz =max(O, Wz-1 +Zn), W,” =0, n 2 1. The cusum procedure T*(h) = 
inf{n 3 1: Wz ah} has been discussed by Khan [6]. If E& = I(P1: PO) is positive 
and finite, then El T*(h) - h/I(Pl : PO) as h + 00 
3. A cusunm procedure with unknown variance 
Let ~1, y2,... be independent N(p, 02) random variables where the process is said 
to be in control if p = 0 and out of control if p > 0 while CT is unknown. For obvious 
reasons procedure (1) (equivalently (2)) cannot be adopted when o is unknown. 
Also, the necessary modification of (1) is, by no means, self-evident. However, Khan 
[6] has shown that in the case of known a, (1) is equivalent to a cusum procedure 
defined in terms of likelihood ratios. #Motivated by this result a cusum procedure is 
developed by the likelihood ratio approach when u is unknown. Let Pp.@ denote the 
normal N(l, a2) probability measure and let E,,, be the expectation under Pp,u. 
Moreover, let Pk,cL,a be the probability under which yl, ~2, . . . , yk-1 are N(0, a2) and 
Y/c9 Y&+1, l l l are N(p, cr2) random variables where k (k 3 1) is the time index where a 
change occurs in cc. Thus Ph,,,,(A) = PO,,(A) if A E B(yl, . . . , v& and Pk.&A) = 
P&A) if A E B(yk, . . . , y,), m 2 k. It is easy to see that the joint probability density 
function (pdf) of (~1, . . . , yn) under P&o is given by 
fa,n(C) = (2n)-n’2C-n exp -$ i Yf), if n < k, 
i = 1 
fk,n b, u:l = 
( ~?F)-~‘~C exp (-$z(~~: Y?+izk(Yi-p)2)), if nak 
where xi”=;’ yf = 0 if k = 1. Let {an,k} be a doubly indexed sequence of constants uch 
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that d&k Handdefine 
T* = inf{n 3 2 : SUP SUP fk,&, U) 2 an,k SUP f&U> for SOme 16 k s nh 
a>0 p>o a>0 
The motivation for r* is that a change in 6~ may occur in the observed segment 
(Yl, 9 l 9 5 yk, l l 9 9 y,) for some k orelse it may be due in the future. That is, fk,n is being 
compared with foo,n (foo,n is the pdf of (yl, . . . , yn) if n < k) and the ‘sup’ in the 
inequalities defining T* has an obvious meaning. It is easy to check that foo&) is 
maximized by &n,o = (8 cy= 1 yf)l’* and f& (CL, a) is maximized by 
CFi: y’ +Cin,k (vi-$)* I’* 
k = j&a,kI{j&a.k > 0) and &.k = 
n 
where ~~,k=Sn,l,‘(n-k+1)=C~=kyi/(n -k + I) and I is the usual indicator 
function. Thus 
T* = inf{n a 2 : (&$&,k)“‘* 2 an,& for some 1 G k =s n). 
It is easy to verify that 
= 1 + (2 - k + 1) $t,kI{j%.k > 0) 
n c’,,k l 
Choosing an,k = (1 + h “/n(n - k + 1))“” (h > 0) it is easy to see that T* reduces to 
? =’ inf{n a 2 : &,k 2 h&k for some 1 G k =Z n}. (9) 
This simple procedure is the result of the above choice of f&k. An optimum choice of 
&k (in some well defined sense) is an open question. 
It is interesting to note that (9) is a sequential-t analogue of the cusum procedure 
(1). The analogy becomes apparent if we replace &n rlc by the more conventional 
estimate 6, = (cycl (yi - jjn)*/n)l’*. For then T reduces to 
v(h)=inf{na2:S, - min &ah&}. 
Osksn 
(10) 
Now that T is an analogue of (l), the main problem at issue is: what is the ARL 
function E@,,T? Moreover, in the spirit of cusum. procedure a subsequent problem is 
to find an h which satisfies infV,o EO,a~ 2 y for a given y. Since ui = yi/u - N(0, 1) 
when p = 0, a simple substitution shows that EO,o~ is independent of 0 and 
i&,0 EO,(J~ = EO,g 3 y. Nevertheless, in order to determine h and examine the 
performance of T we ne:ed to find the ARL function Ecl,-~ at least asymptotically. The 
remainder of the paper deals with this problem. An asymptotic approximation to 
Ep,a~ is based on 
Theorem 2. Let v(h) be defined by (10) and assume that E,,,yl = p >O. Then 
limh,a ruE,,,v(h)/(hl+) = 1. 
Let t(h) = inf{n 3 2 : S, 2 ha,,). We first show t h+oo ~E,,,P(Jz ~~~~~~ = 
1. Fo; notational simplicity we write E for E,,,. Clearly, p Et(h)/h 2 ESt(j,j by the 
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definition of t (h ) and Wald’s lemma. Since &(h) s V = Jsup,, a2 8 f and Eyi C 00 due 
to normality, and J is concave, it follows from Jensen’s inequality and Wiener’s 
ergo&c theorem [12] that EVC a. Thus limh,,o E&(h) = (I by dominated con- 
vergence theorem, and hence 
lim inf ‘Et(h) > 1 
h+- ha 
H . 
Also, note that pEt(h) S hE&,)-1 +Eytihj. It has been shown by Gut [4] that 
Ey,(h, s (.Ey;Et(h))“*. 
Writing x =x(h) = Et(h), a = Ey: and b = b(h) =E&(h)-t we have 
px s hb + (ax)l’*, x>O, a>O, b>O. 
Considering the intersection of the line px and the parabola rbtb + (ax)“* we obtain 
~K(2p2b+alh)+{(2~b+alh)2-4~2b’ 
h- 2p2 
. 
Since b = b(h) = E&(h)-1 + qjr and x = Et(h), it follows that 
“yy? 
@(h) < 1 
3 
ha - 9 
which combined with (1 I) gives 
lim @t(h) 1 
h-ra her 
= . 
Since u(h)< t(h), we have 
liyyp PEV(h) < 1 4 ha - . 
Next, observe the following facts. The definition of t(h) and Lemma 1 give 
a.s. . 
From the definition of t(h) we further note that 
t(h) -. 
h 
Iji,(h)b&(h)-1 +h-‘yW+ 
(12) 
(13) 
(14) 
(15) 
The inequality lyt]” s Iyl14 + l l l + lyt14 and Wald’s lemma imply that Iillyt]4 s 
EIy:14Et(h) = CEt(h), and by Markov inequality we have 
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From this and (12) one easily shows that y&h 3 0 as h + 00, and the inequality 
(15) leads to hm sup h _,aD pt(h)/(hrr) G 1 a.s. Thus limh+oo pt(h)/(hc) = 1 a.s.. Since 
v(h)s t(h), hence lim suph+oo yv(h)/(ha)s 1 a.s.. By the definition of iv and 
Lemma 1 it is easy to show that lim infh+a pv(h)/(ha)a 1 a-s. Hence 
hnh+m pv(h)/(ha) = 1 a.s., and 
(16) 
Finally, repeating the last argument of Theorem 1 via (16) we obtain 
lim inf key 
h-ma ha 
21. 
This inequality combined with (13) proves the desired result. 
rk. Theorem 2 remains valid without normality if Eyt < QQ. The fourth 
moment is needed to invoke Wiener’s ergodic theorem used in the proof of Theorem 
2. 
Theorem 3. Let T(h) aGd v(h) be defined by (9) and (10) respectively, and suppose 
that Ey1 = ,U > 0. Then 
lim Ed 
h+m Ev(h) 
-=landlim ,~~ 
FLENd = 1 
. 
h+oo 
l?roof. Since 7 2 v, hence lim inf 1, +ao Er(h)/Ev(h) a 1. Let TV = 
inf{n 3 min(2, k) : Sri... 2 h&k) and recalling the definition of r by (9) we see that 
‘PST&, k=l,2,. . . . Since 
S n,l = Sn = ; yi 
” (yi - pJ(y I2 iO))* B.S. 
and &‘,,I = C a- + q*, 
i= 1 i = 1 n 
hence 
lim CcE~l (h ) En(h) 1 * 
h-+= ha 
=1 and lim-= 
h-Jo Ev(h) 
by Theorem 2. Since r G rl, it follows that lim SUP~,~ ET(h)/Ev(h) s 1. Hence 
hnh_,m ET(h)/Eu(h) = 1, and by Theorem 2, limb+, pE?(h)j(hd = 11. 
Theorems 2 and 3 can now be used to find an asymptotic approximation to the 
ARL EcL,g. Define y,(h) = inf{n : Sn -minOGkGn Sk 2 ha). It follows from Theorem 
2 that lim h+a, ccEY,(h)/(hu) = 1, and hence hmh+, Ev(h)/Ev,(h) = 1. 
Consequently, lim h-+- Er(h)/Ev,(h) = 1 by Theorem 3, Since ijo is a cusum 
procedure with constant boundary ha, using a resu,!t of Reynolds [9] or Khan [6] we 
have 
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We will now show that 
EoJ7 = E&J = h2. (18) 
To this end, let 
Recalling the definition of v(h) by (10) we observe that v(h) 6 rs ~*(h>. Since 
S, a-s- * 1 and (CL, yf/n)“* a.s 1 under PoVI, using the definition of uV( h) it is fairly 
easy to show that 
Now let M’(h) = inf{n : S,, s 0 or S, 2 h}. Page [8] has shown that 
Consequently, using the asymptotic expansions for &M’(h) and &),I(&‘(hj 3 h) 
given by Siegmund [lo, p. 3991 it is easy to see that limh+,c, Eo,lvl(h)/h2 = 1. Hence 
(I 8) follows from (19). 
It is noteworthy that asymptotically v and 7 are equally efficient and in practice it 
would be easier to apply Y due to its obvious simplicity. However, 7 is more sensible 
due to the fact that it involves a reasonable estimate &k which modifies itself with 
the index k where a possible change occurs. We remark that a refined approximation 
from Khan [6] can also be used to improve (17). Finally, we see from (18) that 
inf a>O E*,,,T 2 y would be approximately satisfied for large ‘)p if h = +&. 
The following tables give 500 run *Monte Carlo averages of 7 together with the 
appropriate theoretical asymptotic approximations to EHIur. The simulated average 
of r is denoted by AVS and WA stands for Wald’s approximations given by (17) and 
(18) which are used in Tables 1 and 2 respectively. 
Table 1 
u 1 
-- c 2 3 CL WA AVS WA AVS WA AVS -- - 
0.50 4.1 3.9 5.7 5.4 6.6 6.9 
h=3 1 2.5 2.5 4.1 3.8 5.1 4.9 
2 1.4 2.1 2.5 2.7 3.4 3:1 ) 
0.50 I 8.0 5.6 12.6 9.3 15.4 12 
h=5 1 : 4.5 3.3 8.0 5.4 10.6 9 
2 ’ 2.4 2.3 4.5 3.3 6.3 4.6 
0.50 12.0 8.7 20.2 15.2 25.7 21.9 
h=7 I 6.5 4.5 12.0 9.0 16.5 13.4 
2 3.3 2.8 6.5 4.6 9.3 6.2 
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Table 2 
h WA 
-,- 
3 9 
5 25 
7 49 
AVS 
10.1 
25.0 
46.0 
@ =o, CT= 1. 
For some combinations of p, u and h there seems to be a slight discrepancy 
between AVS and WA. But in general the theoretical approximations are in good 
agreement with the Monte Carlo results. Even though in some cases the approxima- 
tion tends to slightly overestimate the actual average, the results are fairly close to be 
useful in practical situations. 
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